For the probabilistic finite element analysis of structures and materials considering uncertainty parameters, the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is often used. However, the accuracy to predict the tail distribution of the quantity of interest (QoI) is not always good enough. Therefore, this paper proposes a multi-step MC method focusing on the tail distribution. The first step aims at predicting the expected value of QoI accurately with least number of sampling points. By analyzing the results of sampling points in the first step, a region in the parameter space is determined whose sampling points may result in extreme value in the tail distribution of QoI. The next step employs the sampling points in the above limited region to obtain accurately the tail distribution. The main contribution of this paper is to present the newly developed automated algorithm to determine the above region in parameter space. Its usefulness has been shown in the simulation of tensile test of perforated thin plate considering the scattering of geometrical size of holes due to laser processing. Predicted scattered initial fracture load was compared with experimental results.
Introduction
In the design of structures and materials considering fracture or fatigue, the scattering or variability should be highly noted. For instance, Beaurepaire and Shueller presented the S-N curve not only by the mean value but also by the 5% and 95% quantities (Beaurepaire and Shueller, 2011) . If the structures or materials have periodic microstructures, slight fluctuation at microscale can lead to large scattering in the macroscopic property and behavior.
To consider the scattering in the numerical simulation, it is important to choose appropriate function type as the probabilistic density function. For instance, Thieme et al. used goodness of fit tests to determine normal distribution or Weibull distribution (Thieme, et al., 2014) . Also, the choice of computational method is an important point for the probabilistic analysis. Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is most frequently used to obtain reliable probabilistic density function of the quantity of interest (QoI) (Thieme, et al., 2014 , Yazdanipour, et al., 2015 . The use of FORM/SORM (first-and second-order reliability methods) or FOSM (first-order second-moment) reliability is limited to a case when the input random parameter is in normal distribution (Rahman, 2001 , Chowdhury, et al., 2011 . MC method works for arbitrary type of probabilistic density function. However, its computational cost is generally huge because many random sampling points should be calculated. To reduce the computational cost, we can find many studies on the probabilistic FEM recently (Stavroulakis, et al., 2014 , Miyauchi, et al., 2015 . When, first-order perturbation based scheme was used, the drawback is that large scattering can't be solved accurately. To this end, MC method is the most reliable tool for general purpose. In this paper, MC method is employed to predict largely scattered fracture load when the input random parameters are in Weibull distribution.
© 2016 The Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers [DOI: 10.1299/mel. In the MC simulation, even if an accurate and reliable random number generator is employed and 10,000 total sampling points are used, the number of generated sampling points in the tail distribution is not always enough (Takano, et al., 2012) . In the probabilistic fracture analysis of structures and materials, it is sometimes important to predict such cases that fracture occurs at lower load than expected. For this purpose, accurate analysis of the tail probability for QoI is requested. Hence, in the conventional MC simulation, more number of sampling points is needed to cover the tail region, which results in serious problem of higher computational cost. In this paper, a newly developed automated algorithm for multi-step MC simulation (Takano, et al., 2012 , Susanto, et al., 2014 is proposed.
In the first step, standard MC algorithm is used until the convergence of the expected value of QoI. By analyzing the results of sampling points in the first step, a region in the parameter space is determined whose sampling points may result in extreme value in the tail distribution of QoI. In the second step, FEM analyses are performed only for sampling points in the above limited region to obtain accurately the tail distribution of QoI. The determination of the above region is the key point. This algorithm was named as stepwise limited sampling (SLS) scheme, and the region was named as limited sampling zone (LSZ).
A study on the parameter space for probabilistic analysis can be found in the work by Elishakoff et al. (Elishakoff, et al., 2015) . They expressed the parameter space by parallelepiped convex model, ellipsoid convex model etc., although tail distribution was not discussed. On the other hand, we suppose many cross-sections in multi-dimensional parameter space, and LSZ was bounded by polygons in each cross-sectional plane. In this paper, a newly developed automated algorithm to determine LSZ is presented.
The proposed method is applied to the simulation of tensile test of perforated thin plate. To fabricate the perforated plate, a metal punching technique is widely used in industries. In this field, Elangovan et al. performed statistical analysis of the influence of hole diameter, interval pitch and ligament on the formability (Elangovan, et al., 2010) . The scattering of the strength of perforated plate (Driscoll, 2014) has been discussed considering the size of holes (Khatam, et al., 2009 ). Xu et al. investigated the correlation between forming speed and size considering the scattering (Xu, et al., 2012) . In this paper, a thin acrylic plate and laser processing were adopted as an example. The laser energy is an important process parameter that is very influential on the geometrical accuracy (Liu, et al., 2010) . In this study, processing error was observed because the plate was thin, which was supposed to be the main reason of the scattered initial fracture load. Hence, focusing on the case where initial crack was detected at lower load, the proposed MC simulation with SLS scheme was applied to look for the parameter set leading to high stress concentration. Note that the initial crack occurrence was detected by digital image correlation (DIC) method..
Experiment

Material and testing method
A perforated acrylic thin plate in Fig. 1 consisting of 25 circular holes was fabricated by laser processing. Let the hole number be (1,1) to (5,5) in 2-dimensional array. The thickness is 0.3 mm and the diameter of each hole is 3.0 mm. The center hole (3,3) is disordered as shown in Fig. 1 in order to control the stress/strain concentration and the location of initial fracture.
Quasi-static tensile tests were carried out for 24 specimens (LSC-1/30-2, Tokyo Koki Testing Machine Co., Ltd., 0.1 mm/s). In this tensile test, full-field strain measurement by DIC method was performed (ARAMIS, Gom mbH, Germany). By measuring the effective strain, the initial crack has been detected near the disordered center hole for all 24 specimens as expected.
Results
The load and stroke curves are shown in Fig. 2 , in which the initial fracture points are marked in red. Fig. 3 shows the typical crack paths to final fracture detected by DIC measurement. In all cases, the crack initiation was detected at the same location as shown in red. The mean value of initial fracture load was 99.4 N. But it was largely scattered. The maximum and minimum values were 74 N and 138 N, respectively.
For comparison, the same tensile tests for 22 specimens of perforated thin plate without disordering of center hole were carried out. The mean value of initial fracture load was 125.1 N and ranged between 88 N to 154 N. In the target specimen with disordering, the mean value of initial fracture load was lower because of the stress concentration, but its scattering was as large as that of specimen without disordering. The experimental setup including chucking may have uncertainties, but in this case, one well-experienced person performed all tests. By careful observation of the specimens, the processing error for circular holes was found. It was supposed that the setup of laser energy was not adequate for this thin plate. The shift of the center of holes, and in and directions, and the error of hole radius, , were measured for 11 specimens with disordering among 24. The results are shown in histogram in Fig. 4 . The Weibull distribution was assumed to approximate the processing error as shown in Fig. 4 . is a shape parameter and is a scale parameter. The maximum values for three processing error parameters were 3.2, 3.0 and 2.1 times of standard deviation, . Using the processing error parameters as input data for MC FEM simulation, the purpose of this numerical study is to predict the scattered initial fracture load with focus on small initial fracture loads that are much less than the mean value, 99.4 N. 
Overall flow
The conventional MC simulation provides us both expected value and the probability density function (or standard deviation, ) of QoI. However, the tail distribution, for instance, less or larger than , is not always predicted accurately. It is because the sampling points in the tail distribution of input parameters that may lead to the tail distribution of QoI are not dense enough, even though a reliable random generator such as Mersenne-Twister is employed (Takano, et al., 2012) .
To obtain the tail distribution of QoI accurately but practically, a multi-step MC method has been proposed (Takano, et al., 2012 , Susanto, et al., 2014 , that can calculate the expected value and the tail probability. Instead of that, the whole probabilistic density function and accurate standard deviation are not obtained. If we want to increase the accuracy of the tail probability in the conventional MC method, the number of sampling points needs to be increased. Most of them are generated near the expected value of QoI, but only few points in the tail probability.
Thus, the proposed method uses a convergence check for the expected value and the results until the convergence are analyzed to estimate the region of parameters that led to the extreme value of QoI. This region is called limited sampling zone, LSZ. In the second MC step, the sampling points are limited in LSZ. The number of sampling points in the second step is given by the user.
The convergence check of the expected value of QoI (Takano, et al., 2012 ) is described in the next section. The newly developed automated algorithm to find LSZ follows.
Convergence check
Let i E be the expected value of QoI and i  be the standard deviation with i sampling points in MC simulation. The convergence check is performed by the following equation, where is generally used. vv
This equation was developed based on the central limit theorem (Takano, et al., 2012) . The right hand side is normalized by the first trial with 100 sampling points. If this equation is satisfied three times continuously with respect to , then the expected value of QoI is supposed to be converged (Takano, et al., 2012) . It was applied to some problems and verified by comparison with the standard MC simulation (Susanto, et al., 2014) .
Automated algorithm
In this section, the newly developed automated algorithm to generate sampling points leading to tail distribution of QoI. Suppose sets of input parameters with uncertainties. In the -dimensional parameter space, cross -sectional planes are considered. When , the plot of QoI such as stress is illustrated in Fig. 5 , in which a threshold such as fracture strength is also shown. If the input parameter follows normal distribution for simplicity, those high QoI values are obtained for sets of input parameters in the tail distribution of them. Note that the range of input parameters in the tail distribution is supposed to be bounded. If the above sets of input parameters are mapped onto two parameters' plane, it will be approximated by polygons. When , the bounded input parameters in normal distribution can be illustrated by sphere as shown in Fig. 6 . By taking cross-sections, the parameter set that may lead to extreme value of QoI appears as shown in Fig. 6 . As the increase of the number parameters, the cross-sectional planes increase. But, if the linear equations to define the bounds of region of parameter sets, LSZ, leading to extreme value of QoI as shown in Fig. 6 can be estimated automatically in the computer code, such algorithm can be practically used for general purpose. Figure 7 illustrates nnn 
where denotes the normal vector in plane, and illustrates the smallest generated sampling point vector in the 1st step of MC simulation whose QoI is larger than . The normal vector is obtained as follows. Using the results in the 1st MC simulation, the sampling points are classified into 4 groups. The whole points are the group no.0 denoted by . The distribution of QoI is analyzed statistically, then the standard deviation is calculated. , and are the groups of sampling points whose QoIs are QoI> , QoI>  2 and QoI>  3 , respectively. Calculate the gravity point of each group denoted by as shown in Fig. 8(a) . Then, the normal vector is determined by the following equation.
(3) Next, to find in Eq. (2), find a sampling point in the 1st MC simulation to minimize . Then, LSZ bounded by linear equation (2) covers whole as shown in Fig. 8(b) . To this end, LSZ in m -dimensional parameter space can be obtained to satisfy all inequalities defined on vvv cross-sectional planes. Even though the number of inequalities is large, the rejection of random numbers is easily done without large computational cost. The 2nd MC simulation is carried out for a given number of sampling points only in LSZ by the rejection method. Hence, this sampling scheme is named stepwise limited sampling (SLS).
Note that Eq. (2) is not always obtained for all planes, if no correlation between two parameters is found. The number of equations is dependent on the problem.
Application of stepwise limited sampling to tensile test of perforated thin plate 4.1 Random parameters
The measured processing error for the location of circular hole, and , and the hole radius, , that were described in 2.2 were used for 4 holes, (3,3), (3,4), (4,3) and (4,4). The approximated Weibull distrib ution was used, bounded by the maximum measured value in Fig. 4 .
In addition, some more parameters were assumed to be random. The width of specimens can be influenced by laser processing, and in Fig. 1 was assumed to be in normal distribution with zero expected value and 0.066 mm for standard deviation to be bounded by . The misalignment for chucking the specimen was considered by and n Fig. 1 . The normal distribution with zero expected value and 1.0 mm for standard deviation bounded by nnn was assumed for both parameters. Although these three parameters were not measured, they may be influential on the tensile characteristics.
Totally 15 random parameters were summarized in Table 1 and considered in the MC FEM simulation with developed SLS algorithm. In SLS algorithm, cross-sectional planes were analyzed automatically.
Numerical results and discussion
The linear quadratic element was used as shown in Fig. 9 . The number of elements and nodes are 10,608 and 11,200, respectively. When the geometrical fluctuation is considered, an automatic mesh generator moves the nodal points so that the element size around each circular hole is not changed to keep the accuracy level. The maximum stress was observed always in an element marked red in Fig.9 . Linear elastic analyses were performed using material constants, 3.35 MPa for Young's modulus and 0.3 for Poisson's ratio.
The Mises equivalent stress was analyzed as QoI and MC simulation with SLS was performed. In the 1st step of MC simulation, the convergence was obtained using 1,800 sampling points as shown in Fig. 10 . The LSZ on every cross-sectional plane was determined successfully, a typical example of which is shown in Fig. 11 . In the 2nd step of MC simulation, 2,000 additional sampling points in LSZ were analyzed.
The initial fracture was predicted if the maximum Mises equivalent stress is over the strength of materials, 40 MPa. The predicted fracture load was compared with the test results as shown in Fig. 12 . The red colored histogram in the upper half shows the experimental results, and the lower half part shows the numerical results. The green histogram shows the results of 1st step MC simulation, and blue shows the 2nd step MC simulation.
The predicted expected value was 99.7  in the 1st step MC simulation, which agreed very well with the experimental result, 99.4 . This supports the usefulness of the convergence check (Takano, et al., 2012) . The minimum initial fracture load in the experiments for 24 specimens was 74 , which is only 74.4  of the mean value, as described in 2.2. Obviously, the 2nd step MC simulation indicated by green histogram could cover the low fracture load scattering up to 81.86 N, which was 82.3  of the measured mean value.
Although the minimum fracture load was not predicted, the proposed MC with SLS algorithm could predict much lower fracture load than the conventional MC simulation. There were 4 cases in experiment that had lower fracture load than predicted. But 2 of them had very close value to the predicted minimum load, and the rest had very low fracture load. Since there can be some difficulties in the tensile test of thin plate, another uncertainty factor might have influenced on this difference. In the simulation, for simplicity, only the geometrical error for 4 holes was assumed b y measured data, and 3 other random parameters were assumed without measurement. In the future, it will be possible to improve the reliability of proposed simulation. However, the fairly good coincidence of the low fracture load could n Table 1 Input random parameters in MC FEM simulation of tensile test of perforated thin plate using SLS algorithm. Fig. 12 Comparison of scattered initial fracture load between experiment and numerical prediction. In the two-step MC simulation highlighting on tail distribution, the 1st step MC simulation could predict the expected value accurately. The 2nd step MC simulation could cover the low fracture load up to 81.86 N, whereas the minimum experimental value was 74 N.
support the effectiveness of the proposed simulation method.
Concluding remarks
This paper presented a newly developed automated algorithm for Monte Carlo (MC) FEM simulation with stepwise limited sampling (SLS) method to predict the tail probability of quantity of interest (QoI) accurately and efficiently. The limited sampling zone (LSZ), in which a set of input parameters may lead to an extreme value of QoI, could be determined automatically regardless of the number of random parameters.
The developed method was implemented in an in-house MC FEM code and applied to a tensile test simulation of a perforated acrylic thin plate with laser processing error. The scattered initial fracture load was analyzed by linear analysis. The predicted expected value agreed quite well with the experimental result. The proposed convergence check algorithm was compared with the experiment for the first time in this paper. Concerning the prediction of tail probability, the predicted minimum fracture load was 81.86  (82.3  of the mean value by experiment).
The proposed method is now being applied to resin transfer molding process simulation of FRP (Fiber Reinforced Plastics) with great success. 
